
Lesson on the Path of Life

There once was a very wealthy king. 
Known for his mischievous streak, the 
king would often stave off his boredom 
with practical jokes. One day, he had a 
huge boulder placed in the middle of a 
road. Then, he hid nearby to see if 
anyone would try to remove the gigantic 
rock from the road.
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Dear Friend, 
 
I hope you’re enjoying these beautiful days of September! The sun is still shining bright, but 
the evenings are feeling just a little bit cooler. This month’s newsletter should be hitting your 
mailbox right as you’re ready to sit down and enjoy a moment of bliss in the summer wind 
down. 
 
When you open this month’s newsletter, you’ll see it has some interesting articles, including: 
•    How ice cubes can be made from lasers 
•    A recently discovered dinosaur 
•    Advice on how to be happier at work (who doesn’t need that..?) 
•    The interesting way that dogs find their way home 
 
As summer winds down, you may also be thinking about buying or selling a home before the 
holidays— and the houseguests— start arriving. If that’s so, give me a call so we can talk 
about where to start. Talk with you soon. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Jim A. Urban
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t s a happy day when a lost dog finds its way home, but how does it get back   
 article offers two e planations

t could be that a dog s hypersensitive sense of smell allows them to create a map 
of scents around their neighborhood, using gardens or grocery stores and human 
aroma as markers.

Or, it could be that they are sensitive to magnetic orientation. One study of do ens 
of canines observed that dogs tend to adopt a north south orientation when they 
relieve themselves outside in an open area, but that preference vanished when 
the magnetic field around them was disturbed.
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The first people to pass by were some of the king s 
wealthiest merchants and courtiers. ather than 
moving the boulder, they simply walked around it 
and loudly proclaimed that the king must be up to 
one of his tricks.  few merchants complained that 
someone ought to be maintaining the roads. any 
people just silently walked around the giant rock. ot 
one of them tried to move the obstacle from the road.

inally, a peasant came along, carrying a huge 
basket of flavored oils. e had worked hard to infuse 
rosemary and sage into the oils and he planned to 
sell them to the royal cook. hen he got near the 
boulder, the peasant put down his heavy load and 
tried to move the stone to the side of the road. t took 
a lot of effort but he finally succeeded in rolling it out
of the way so nobody would get hurt.

fter the peasant hoisted his basket and was ready to go on his way, 
he saw a pouch lying in the road where the boulder had been. e put 
the basket back down and opened the pouch. t was stuffed full of 
gold coins. ttached to the inside was a note from the king stating that 
the gold was a reward for moving the boulder from the road.

The king showed the peasant what many of us fail to understand  
every obstacle presents an opportunity to improve our condition.

Poo hie Po e

Fun Day Monday August 
 
As seen on the iconic album 
cover which Beatle crossed 
Abbey Road first? 
 
A John 
B. Paul 
C. George 
D. Ringo 

Congratulations to Scott & Jo 
Delude who won a $30 donation 

to a charity of their choice  



o  to e a  at o
ost jobs aren t perfect, but that doesn t mean you have 

to be miserable all day. t  offers these tips for 
making it through the day with a positive outlook
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The latest movie previews may feature a flick about the world being struck by an object 
from deep space, but scientists believe it s already happened  just five years ago. 
The  website reports that two arvard researchers think a meteor that entered 

arth s atmosphere in anuary  may have come from interstellar space.

ee  e sona  o e s at ho e  oncentrating on
work will help you remember that you re capable and
competent, which will improve your mood throughout
the day.

i  a o a e nest  ecorate your office or
cubicle with some simple things that make you happy
like photos of your family, brochures for a vacation
you d like to take, items that motivate you, and the like.

eate a o a e s o t s ste  ake friends with co workers who give off positive
vibes. Talk about what you enjoy and focus on tasks that you look forward to completing.

et o ani e . liminate clutter and plan your day so you can succeed and feel good about it.

o e a o n   et up often for a walk around the workplace to get your blood flowing and
say a uick hello to co workers along the way. Take a walk at lunch for some fresh air. ercise
improves your mood as well as your health.

at i ht an  in  ots of ate  ack lunches that are high in fruits, vegetables and
protein. rink plenty of water to stay hydrated throughout the day.

on t t  to han e o  o- o e s  inimi e contact with negative people and learn what
makes your co workers tick. ou might make a friend for life

nte ste a  What

The meteor, no bigger than a yard across, burned up over apua ew 
uinea after hitting the atmosphere at  miles per second. The science 

team calculated the meteor s trajectory based on its speed and concluded 
that it originated outside our solar system, perhaps a long time ago in a 
gala y far, far away.

Need a Jeweler?
Jim has a Jeweler in his 5 Star 

Referral Center. 

Just Go to:

Denver5StarReferralCenter.com 

In the search engine type Jewelry 
to see Anthony M's Visions in 

Gold information. 

For questions call or text: Jim at 
303-588-7000
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 ot e s
aking ice is easy, right  ust pour some water into a tray, 

pop it into the free er, and wait a few hours... ctually, as an 
article on the a ha  website points out, there 
are many different kinds of ice.

The ice we use in drinks is called ce . Other types of ice  
almost two do en varieties  are created by applying 
pressure to ordinary ice. cientists at awrence ivermore 

ational aboratory, hoping to create an e otic new form of 
ice, conducted an e periment  They trapped a droplet of 
water in a tight space and then blasted it with si  lasers.

The lasers heated the droplet to appro imately ,  
degrees ahrenheit, which compressed it by creating a 
pressure a million times higher than the arth s atmosphere.
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a  to hoo

The result, ce , isn t found on arth outside of the lab, but scientists believe it could 
be formed on icy worlds like ranus and eptune, watery planets whose si e might be 
capable of producing the same heat and pressure sustained in the laboratory. f so, this 
new ice could help astronomers better understand the worlds in our solar system and 
across the gala y.

The ational etail oundation has been conducting its annual ack to chool and 
ack to ollege surveys since  and uncovered a few facts from math class

ore than half of all school supply consumers plan their shopping around online sales.

en spend  more on average than women on back to college.

hoppers spend more on back to school supplies than on other s
ay, ather s ay and alentine s ay combined.

Teachers reported spending  each on average and  reported
spending more than , .

ack to college drives the majority of spending  an e pected .
billion for this year alone.

See Page 7
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he e ie n h
our parents probably told you to take your vitamins, and T  ads tout the benefits of 

supplements. owever, according to the a website, scientists at Tufts 
niversity say that supplements may not be the best way to get the nutrition your 

body needs. Other studies, a  reports, have also called the value of 
supplements into uestion. 

They studied data collected from more than ,  people  or 
older. The results showed that the right amount of magnesium 
and vitamin K can lower the risk of early death  and vitamins , K, 
and inc can reduce the risk of death from cardiovascular 
disease, but only if they re consumed in food; not supplements.

he i sha e

Loft  oa s
 helicopter crash left Kirstie nnis with spinal damage, a traumatic brain injury and a 

shattered left leg that would eventually be amputated above the knee.

owever, nnis refers to the day of her accident in une  as her live ay because, 
though her life would change in many ways, she was still here to enjoy it. s she recovered 
from her injuries and began to rebuild her life, she found comfort and purpose in all the 
things she loved and could do.

he has since snowboarded in the aralympics, walked across the .K. in honor of 
wounded and fallen soldiers and even worked as a stuntwoman in the movie at t a . 

he then set her sights much higher.

nnis plans to be the first woman with a knee amputation to summit the highest mountain of 
each of the seven continents. ince , she has con uered Kilimanjaro in frica, arsten  
in Oceania, lini a orte in cuador, and came close to finishing verest  but had to turn 
back due to a shortage of o ygen.

nnis believes that you are the only person who can determine your abilities and disabilities.

 grasshopper walks into a diner and takes a seat.

The server says,
id you know we have a milkshake named after you

The grasshopper looks at him and replies
hy would you name a drink teve
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i  ee  to in  ess
ost of the advice for success you find is familiar and predictable  work hard, be 

persistent, network, never stop learning and so forth. ere s some ad ice from the 
a  website that may surprise you

 This is seemingly simple advice, but to make it work,
you ve got to ask yourself what you want. The first few answers will be superficial  
want more money.  want a new car.  want a better job  ig deep to get to what
you re really looking for   want to serve others.  want to make a difference in the
world.  want to help people find their inner strength.  ollow that goal.

 e all remember moments when we made a crucial
decision that shaped the rest of our lives. o back to one and e plore it. rite down
the decision in a few paragraphs, then consider the factors, emotions, events, and
concerns that led to that choice. ould you make the same decision today  hy or
why not  This will help you make better career and life decisions in the future.

Take a long view of your past. ow did you end up where
you are now  ho helped you  hat activities consumed most of your time and
attention  ow have your dreams changed   thorough understanding of where
you came from will help guide you on your path to future success.

in  ino
hen you think of the Tyrannosaurus re , you probably imagine the giant predator 

reptile from the movie Jurassic Park and its se uels. cientists have discovered 
an early cousin, though  one who was barely three feet tall.

ccording to the W t website, the new 
species was uncovered in ew e ico. ubbed uskityrannus 
ha elae, based on a ative merican word for coyote,  it lived 
about  million years ago, long before the ton T. re  appeared on 
the scene, and weighed about  pounds.

Other remains of T. re s ancestors are even smaller, but the recent 
find offers a fresh e ample of how these smaller dinosaurs evolved 
into the towering thunder li ards depicted in movies.

“It’s hard to beat a person who never gives up.”
abe uth
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Avoid Buyer’s Remorse and Seller’s Regret – 
Get All Six Reports FREE! 

The 5 Biggest 
Mistakes 

Home Sellers 
Make 

Making the 
Move Easy on 

Kids 

How to Stop 
Wasting 

Money on Rent 

How Home 
Sellers Price 
Their Homes 

How to Sell 
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the Most 
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people you care about.
I'm here to guide, lead and protect you and the

Simply text, email or call me and I'll get them to you right away.



This newsletter is intended for entertainment purposes only. Credit is given to the authors of articles that are reprinted when the 
original author is known.  Any omission of credit to an author is purely unintentional and should not be construed as plagiarism or 
literary theft.   
Copyright 2019 
This information is solely advisory, and should not be substituted for medical, legal, financial or tax advice.  Any and all decisions 
and actions must be done through the advice and counsel of a qualified physician, attorney, financial advisor and/or CPA.  We 
cannot be held responsible for actions you may take without proper medical, financial, legal or tax advice. 

Go Green: 
Recycle This 
Newsletter! 

After you’ve enjoyed my 
newsletter, please 

recycle it by passing it 
along to a family 
member, friend, 

neighbor or coworker. 

Jim Urban 
Urban Companies Real Estate 
225 Union Blvd Suite 150 
Lakewood, CO 80228
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